from the PAUCI Foundation for sustainable development of your city/community
Participation is the inclusion of female and male inhabitants in the decision making process that directly relates to them.

The PAUCI Foundation is an organization which is focused on the implementation, support and promotion of the participatory approach in Ukraine.
organize quality processes and events with the involvement of local residents

solve a conflict situation which is associated with the implementation of managerial decisions

prepare a real strategy involving public participation and the principles of spatial planning

organize an interesting study trip or internship in Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia or Poland

You don’t know how to

Our team will assist you
DIRECTIONS OF WORK
organization of participatory processes on the basis of informing, consulting, dialogue and partnership between government, community and business

implementation, support, evaluation and improvement of the participatory budget
participatory budget for educational institutions and youth

organization of public consultations

organization and facilitation of events
planning and conducting research on civil society

diagnosing the needs of cities and communities

project management

development of a city/community strategy

advocate the growth of business activity in a city/community
TRAINING COURSES ON PARTICIPATORY BUDGET
INITIAL LEVEL

analysis of the needs of the city / community / municipality prior to the introduction of the participatory budget

workshop on the goals, principles and values of the participatory budget

workshop on the organization of the participatory budget process (regulatory documents, planning stages)
BASIC LEVEL

consultations at each stage of the participatory budget (submission, verification, voting, implementation of projects)

seminar on the organization of an information campaign (media plan, attractive printing, project promotion)

seminar on administrative management of the participatory budget processes (SWOT analysis, stakeholder analysis, new version of normative documents)

school for the participatory budget’s local moderators

assisted projects writing (projects that meet the needs of residents and residents, creative projects)
PROFESSIONAL LEVEL

how to create a new model of the participatory budget (Public Budget 2.0, Deliberatory Budget)

innovative practices for attracting residents (civic platform, local action group)

workshop on spatial planning and mapping of the needs of male and female inhabitants

training courses on facilitation and moderation of events

mentoring for local coordinators of participatory budget

international study visits on the participatory budget and participatory practices

regional forums on participatory budget
TEAM
Donos Leonid
facilitator, urbanist

Roman Nikitenko
project manager, analyst, political scientist

Kostiantyn Ploskyi
scientist, PhD, analyst

Yevgeny Perevezentsev,
analyst, inclusion expert, facilitator
Roman Shirokikh
specialist in ESCO contracts, facilitator, youth activities animator

Natalia Vynnychenko
Doctor of Economics, expert on local economic development and finance

Anna Nikolenko-Baeva
expert on integration and involvement of vulnerable groups of the population

Irina Stasiuk
expert on public consultations, facilitator
Lyudmila Protsenko
mediator, knows how to prevent professional and emotional burnout, provides psychological support

Katerina Maltseva
Coordinator of the Participatory Budget, Event Designer

Urszula Majewska
former Deputy Director of the Center for Public Communication in Warsaw, coordinator of participatory budget in Georgia, experienced in the field of communication and participation

Krzysztof Filcek
Director of the PAUCI Foundation, the participation promotor
TIME FOR PARTICIPATION
Experience the PAUCI Foundation

Joint work in international projects

with partners such as:
European Union, Eastern Europe Foundation,
PLEDDG Project, GIZ,
International Solidarity Fund

Organization of International Forums

for Practitioners of Participation in Ukraine

Facilitation of more than 600 events
analytical reports on the development of civil society

implementation of the participatory practices in more than 40 cities and communities of Ukraine

more than 200 practical seminars and training courses for local governments, businesses and general public
METHODS
Real work for quality change in community life

Individual approach to each city / community / municipality

Openness

Inclusiveness

We are the people with the hands on experience. Working with cities and communities - we show practical cases that bring real results

Multidisciplinarity
International relations with Poland, Georgia, Moldova
CONTACT
for cooperation
with the PAUCI Foundation team

Kostiantyn Ploskyi
pauci.kp@gmail.com
+38(067)222-80-65

Leonid Donos
ldonos81@gmail.com
+38(096)112-77-03